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Abstract

ments, in which one can easily lose track of the information needed. A question one may have is how effective
this document-driven knowledge sharing is, and what its
(in)effectiveness is based on.

The effectiveness of documentation within a development
process is determined by the way in which the intentions of
the authors correspond to the expectations of the potential
readers. Ideally, the members of a development team share
a certain understanding of (the role of) the different types
of documentation. However, since one’s expectations of a
document are personal, and part of a tacitly formed mental
model, we can expect different levels of shared understanding between different development team members.
We elicited and analyzed the mental models of software
documentation from eight members of a single development
team. We found indeed different levels of shared understanding between different people. To our surprise, the levels of shared understanding within the team appear closely
tied to the development process employed. From Conway’s
law we know that an organization’s structure is mirrored
in the structure of the software that the organization produces. Our findings suggest that the organization’s development process may likewise be mirrored in the extent to
which a development team shares a common frame of reference. Hence, the development process followed may have
implications for the effectiveness with which development
knowledge can be shared through software documentation.

The effectiveness of documentation within a development process is determined by the way in which the intentions of the authors correspond to the expectations of the
potential readers. In a typical software development process, many different kinds of documents are produced and
consumed at various points in time. The contents of those
documents necessarily exhibit a certain amount of overlap.
People may lose track of the meaning of individual documents; which information it contains and what its role is
in the development process. When the expectations of the
consumers of the documentation drift too far from the intentions of its producers, the ultimate consequence might be a
need to rediscover already documented knowledge. In such
a situation, customers for example may need to explain their
situation and requirements over and over again to different
parties in the development process.
If an author’s work is part of a team effort, as is the case
in software development, the intention an author has cannot be detached from his expectation of (the intention of)
the work by other authors from that team. The author of,
for example, a requirements specification may intend that
document to be slightly more prescriptive than, say, a software architecture description, but only when the author has
a certain expectation of the prescriptiveness of the latter. In
this sense, an author’s intent can only be expressed in terms
relative to his expectation of the other documents.

1 Introduction
During software development, important knowledge is
shared between different members of the development
team. Such knowledge can be shared for example face-toface in more or less formal settings, but most software development projects rely to at least a certain extent on written documentation as a means of sharing knowledge. As
a result, many projects end up with huge stacks of docu-
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Ideally, the members of a development team share a certain understanding of (the role of) the different types of documentation. Such a shared understanding would imply that
an author’s intentions are perfectly clear to others in the
development team. However, since the way in which one
interprets and tacitly models the world (of which software
documentation is but a small part) is co-determined by such
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intangible things as personal background, experience, and
social interactions, we can expect different levels of shared
understanding between different team members.
Suppose I am looking for a particular piece of knowledge in a set of documents. Chances are that I will not read
all documents, especially when the number of documents is
high. Instead, I will rely on a mental model of the documentation that I tacitly built up. This model tells me, for instance, whether some documents contain too much detail, or
are instead too vague, to satisfy my knowledge need. This is
far more likely to be a matter of heuristics than of exact science, and I may even apply it to documents that I’ve never
even read (or, as a consequence, will ever read). My understanding of the documentation, represented by this model,
may be entirely different from the understanding of others
– including that of the documents’ author(s). Consequently,
I may fail to find important information, or conversely the
author may fail to relay important information to me.
We elicited and analyzed the mental models of software
documentation from eight members of a single development
team. As expected, we found different levels of shared understanding between different people. To our surprise, however, the shared understanding within the team highly resembles the development process followed within the organization. It seems that people who work on similar tasks
share much of the way in which they look at the project’s
documentation, but this shared understanding is lost when
the number of ‘process hops’ increases.
From Conway’s law we know that the structure of an organization is mirrored in the structure of the software that
organization produces. Our findings suggest that the organization’s development process may likewise be mirrored
in the extent to which a common frame of reference exists
within a development team. Hence, the development process followed may have implications for the effectiveness
with which development knowledge can be shared through
software documentation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we briefly introduce personal construct theory – the psychological theory upon which our research is
based – and some of its associated methods. In § 4 we describe the methodology we followed. In § 5 we introduce
the development organization in which our experiment took
place. § 6 presents the results of the experiment and reconstructs the shared understanding within the development
team. In § 7 we conclude this paper with a discussion of the
results we obtained.

struct theory says that every individual observes the world
in terms of bipolar ‘constructs’, such as ‘good-bad’, ‘rightwrong’, et cetera. The use and definition of those constructs
may differ from person to person. My comprehension of
the construct ‘good-bad’ may not be the same as yours.
Together, a person’s constructs make up a personal mental
model of (part of) the world.
Kelly proposed not only a psychological theory, but also
a method to systematically elicit and analyze personal constructs. This method, called the Repertory Grid Technique
(RGT), can be seen as “an attempt to stand in others’ shoes,
to see their world as they see it, to understand their situation,
their concerns” [4].
The way RGT works is that it presents a subject with
‘triads’ of (i.e., groups of three) elements from the domain
under investigation. In our case, since we’re interested in
the way people see software documentation, those elements
are documents. When the three elements are presented, the
subject is asked in which way two of them are alike and
the third one is different. This identifies a bipolar construct or axis that is apparently part of the subject’s mental model. Given, for example, the triad {use case specification, test charter, software architecture description} a
development team member might indicate that the use case
specification and test charter have something in common,
and that the software architecture description is different.
The next question then would be what it is that makes the
two documents similar and the other different, to which the
answer could be ‘the use case specification and test charter
both show low-level details, and the software architecture
description provides a high-level overview’. This indicates
that the construct ‘low-level details/high-level overview’ is
part of this person’s mental model.
Typical constructs that one may expect for software documentation include ‘abstract-concrete’, ‘overview-detail’,
‘specification-implementation’ and many more. Recall that
those constructs are personal, hence their use and interpretation may differ between individuals. Two people who
both distinguish ‘low-level detail’ documents from ‘highlevel overview’ documents may disagree on the level of detail present in individual documents. Therefore, in a second step of RGT, the subject is asked to arrange all documents, including the three just used to elicit the construct,
on a 5-point scale – from ‘low-level detail’ (1) to ‘highlevel overview’ (5) – which provides insight into the way
in which the subject applies the construct. This process is
repeated until the method elicits no more new constructs.
The elements, constructs and rankings are kept in a tabular format called a ‘rank order grid’. In this grid, rows represent personal constructs, columns represent documents, and
the cells contain a number from 1 to 5 that corresponds to
the rank of a particular document on a particular construct.
The data from this grid can be further analyzed.

2 Personal Construct Theory
The methodology we employ builds on personal construct theory, a constructivist theory of personality and psychology developed by George Kelly [7]. Personal con-
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The ‘Focus’ algorithm, for example, is a straightforward
algorithm for cluster analysis of RGT data, which is simple enough that it can even be used to calculate element and
construct clusters by hand [5]. The algorithm involves a
pairwise difference calculation and subsequent iterative reordering of constructs and elements “so that the differences
between the resulting pairs are minimised”, eventually producing a similarity matrix from which construct or element
clusters can be derived.
Shaw and Gaines present another method to analyze
repertory grid data [13]. The method entails a Focus-like
comparison of constructs, but instead of comparing constructs within the same grid, this method compares constructs from different grids. Through this comparison, the
relations between the ‘conceptual systems’ of two subjects
can be analyzed. Shaw and Gaines define four types of relations: consensus, correspondence, conflict, and contrast.
When there is consensus, ‘experts use terminology and
concepts in the same way’, i.e. two people use the same
construct in a similar fashion. For example, two development team members may both use the construct ‘abstractconcrete’ to distinguish documents, If they do so such that
by and large documents that are abstract according to one
team member are also abstract according to the other, and
documents that are concrete according to the one are also
concrete according to the other, there would be consensus
among the two regarding the construct ‘abstract-concrete’.
Two people may also ‘use different terminology for the
same concepts’. This is called correspondence and happens,
for example, when two team members both distinguish documents based on their level of abstraction, but one of the
team members uses the construct ‘abstract-concrete’ for this
distinction while the other uses ‘high level-low level’.
Conflict takes place when ‘experts use the same terminology for different concepts’, e.g. when two people use the
same construct ‘abstract-concrete’ but disagree on which
documents are abstract and which ones are concrete. And,
finally, contrast is when ‘experts differ in terminology and
concepts’, i.e. when two constructs from their respective
rank order grids have nothing in common whatsoever.

stand developers include the work of Baddoo and Hall [1],
who analyze the roles of practitioners in software process
improvement, and Young et al. [10], who analyze personality characteristics of the members of an agile development team. In our work, we use RGT to analyze the extent
to which development team members have a shared understanding of a software product’s documentation.
The topic of shared understanding, or shared mental
models, between development team members has received
considerable attention. Klimoski and Mohammed argue
that such a model “implies a variety of content”, which
means that “the content of shared mental models might reference representations of tasks, of situations, of response
patterns or of working relationships” [8]. In other words,
there may be various types of shared understanding between
team members of which the shared understanding of software documentation is only one. As far as we know, our
study is the first to relate shared understanding to production and consumption of software documentation. Still, our
findings seem to be in line with those of other researchers
such as Levesque et al. [9] who show – through a focus not
on documentation but on team process and expertise – how
an increase in role differentiation leads to less interaction
and eventually to a decrease in shared understanding.

4 Methodology
Based on the personal construct theory and analysis
techniques introduced in § 2, we constructed a method to
analyze the mental models of various development team
members regarding documentation. The method progresses
through a number of steps: the first step is elicitation of
the personal mental models of software documentation, in
the next steps assessment of the levels of shared tacit and
shared explicit understanding between team members takes
place, and finally the results of those two assessments are
combined to determine the aggregate level of shared understanding between team members.
The distinction between shared tacit and shared explicit
understanding is taken from the field of knowledge management. In knowledge management, ‘tacit knowledge’ pertains to the kind of knowledge one possesses but cannot
easily express. ‘Explicit knowledge’, on the other hand,
is the knowledge that can be expressed in various forms,
such as conversations, electronic communication, or writing (cf. [12]). Likewise, with ‘shared tacit understanding’
we mean the ‘alignment’ of two mental models without the
individuals necessarily being able to express the exact foundation upon which this alignment is based. With ‘shared
explicit understanding’ we denote the possibility for two individuals to talk about the way they see software documentation in terms that each of them can understand, i.e., relate
to their own mental models. Fig. 1 graphically depicts these

3 Related Work
Several researchers have successfully applied personal
construct theory and RGT to the software development process. The main applications reported in the literature can be
summarized as ‘understanding the user’ and ‘understanding the developer’. Niu and Easterbrook [11], for example, report on the use of RGT in goal-oriented requirements
engineering to compare and clarify stakeholders’ terminology. And Karapanos and Martens [6] use RGT as a means
to characterize user diversity in (software-intensive) product development. Examples of the use of RGT to under-
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termine the levels of shared explicit understanding between
the team members. With a shared explicit understanding we
mean that two development team members distinguish between documents in a similar fashion. For this distinction
they need not necessarily employ the same terminology. For
example, one team member may distinguish between abstract and concrete documents in much the same way as
another team member distinguishes between early and late
documents. Even though they do not use the same terminology, the distinction can in principle be expressed and
communicated, provided that the two team members recognize that the terminology they use is synonymous. Shared
explicit understanding is complementary to shared tacit understanding; a shared explicit understanding says nothing
per se about similarities between the tacit mental models.
To determine the level of shared explicit understanding,
we determine to what extent there is ‘consensus’ and ‘correspondence’ between two team members, i.e., the extent
to which constructs from two mental models are being used
in the same way, with the terminology used being the same
(consensus) or different (correspondence, cf. § 2). Shaw
and Gaines propose a 80% similarity threshold as the lower
bound for correspondence and consensus [13]. We consequently use this threshold to determine whether there is a
shared explicit understanding between two team members.

Mental model
Mental model

tacit understanding
explicit understanding

Early in project / late
in project

What / how

Figure 1. Shared tacit and explicit understanding between individuals
two types of understanding.
The steps of our method are further described below.
This description includes the analysis methods we use, and
their relation to personal construct theory from § 2.
Elicit personal mental model We first elicit, using the
Repertory Grid Technique, the individual expectations and
impressions regarding the documentation. This provides
us for each of the development team members with personal constructs that are used to distinguish and classify
documents. Application of the Focus algorithm leads to a
clustering of documents, which captures a personal mental
model of the software documentation that may differ from
person to person.

Determine level of shared understanding By combining
the results of steps 2 and 3, we determine the structure
of shared (tacit and explicit) understanding in the team.
Whenever two individuals meet the thresholds of both
shared tacit and shared explicit understanding, we say that
they have a ‘shared understanding’. A shared understanding
of the documentation implies similar expectations and/or
intentions regarding individual documents (with respect to
the other documents, cf. § 1).

Determine level of shared tacit understanding A shared
tacit understanding indicates that different team members
have similar mental models of the document set as a whole,
although it says nothing about how the individual mental
models have been built up. We therefore take the alignment
of two personal mental models as a measure for the level
of shared tacit understanding between two team members,
disregarding the constructs upon which those mental models have been based.
To compare the alignment of different mental models of
documentation, we determine to what extent the document
clusters the team members perceive are correlated. This correlation can be calculated using the so-called Simple Mantel
Test (cf. [2]). A high correlation found by this test indicates
that two mental models lead to similar document clusters, in
other words that two individuals share a tacit understanding
of the documentation. A correlation ≥ 0.5 is generally considered to be large (cf. [3]), so we use a correlation of 0.5 as
the lower bound to determine whether two team members
have a shared tacit understanding of the documentation.

5 Development team
We conducted our study within a development team that
is part of a large software development organization. Software development is organized in what the organization
calls ‘development streets’. A development street provides
a standardized environment (i.e., processes and tools) for
developing a particular type of software. There are for example different development streets for the development of
Java-based software and for the development of dotNetbased software. The project we observed took place in one
of those development streets.
Fig. 2 shows the main stakeholders in the development
street who produce or consume documentation. It also
shows the documents with dependencies where information from one document is used in the production of another. The process can be summarized as follows. The business analyst starts off with determining the stakeholders,

Determine level of shared explicit understanding In addition to the levels of shared tacit understanding, we also de-
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Table 1. Participants and documents

Vision
Document

Participant
A
B
C
D

Business/Information Analyst

Use Cases

Software
Architecture

System Analyst/
Requirements Specifier

Software Architect

Project Manager

Test
Scenarios

User
Manual

Technical
Architecture

Installation
Manual

Role

E
F

Application developer
Information architect
Lead developer
Application developer
+ support
Project manager
Application designer

G

Tester/testcoordinator

H

Software architect

Test Coordinator

Developer

Designer

Support

Figure 2. Development street

Documents authored

Vision document

Vision document for release 2
Use case specifications
Master test plan
Test charters
Software architecture
Technical architecture
Installation manual
Infosec/risk assessment
Proposition for release 2
User manual
Glossary

iment. We had to make this selection since the number
of documents produced in the project far outnumbered the
maximum number of elements (±20) that can feasibly be
assessed by the repertory grid technique.
Table 1 summarizes the participants and documents that
took part in the experiment. The roles listed are the job titles
used by the participants themselves. Some of them differ
slightly from the generic overview in Fig. 2. Where participants authored certain documents, those documents have
been listed in their rows. Documents for which the author
did not participate are listed at the bottom of the table.

goals, and high-level functionality of the envisioned system, and reports the result of his analysis in a vision document. From the contents of this document requirements
are derived, both functional and non-functional. The former are captured in use cases by the system analyst, while
the latter are part of the software architecture description
written by the software architect. Based on the use cases,
the test coordinator devises test scenarios. The use cases
are also reflected in the user manual (for which there usually is no dedicated author). From the software architecture
description, the technical architecture is derived. This document, together with the installation manual, is primarily
used by support personnel (for installation, configuration,
etc.). Both technical architecture and installation manual
are written by the software architect. Finally, the use cases
and software architecture documents are used by designers
and developers in the construction of the actual software.
Fig. 2 originated from early discussions with one of the
company’s senior employees. Based on this figure, we invited a total of 8 individuals who all participated, in different roles, in the same development project. All invitees
participated in our study. In a later phase, we independently
verified with the participants that the process depicted in
Fig. 2 is indeed the process followed within this team1 .
At the time of our study, the team was working on the
second release series (2.x) of the software. Together with
the project manager, we selected a representative subset of
software product documentation to be used in the exper-

6 Experiment and Results
In this section, we present the results for each of the steps
of our methodology.

6.1

Personal Construct Elicitation

In eight separate interview sessions, we elicited personal
constructs for each of the eight development team members who took part in our research. Each session lasted for
approximately two hours, and at each session there were
two attendees: the development team member and the interviewer conducting the experiment. All interviews were
conducted by the same interviewer.
Before the start of the experiment, the participants were
asked to briefly introduce themselves and to describe their
role in the project. During the experiment, no direct questions about (the use of) the documentation were posed; all
data about the documents was elicited through triads (cf.
§ 2). No constructs were provided to the participants in advance, and the interviewer took care not to provide or suggest any constructs during the interview; all constructs were
in the course of the experiment proposed by the participants
themselves.

1 We asked the document authors to list the top 3 roles for which their
documents were mostly intended. By and large, their answers correspond
to the process shown in Fig. 2. For example, the software architect listed
himself, the lead developer and the developer as intended audience for the
software architecture description, and the support role as the primary target
for the technical architecture description (followed by developer and lead
developer).
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Table 2. Rank order grid for one team member
Infosec/risk assessment
Proposition for release 2
Vision document
Vision document for release 2
Test charters
Use case specifications
Master test plan
Software architecture
Technical architecture
Glossary
Installation manual
User manual

1
earlier in project
execution
customer requirements
has to do with testing
time dependency
understood by user
functionality
has to do with planning
has to do with functionality
expectation
concrete (for builders)
says something about the application
has to do with infrastructure

User manual

1
5
2
5
1
4
2
5
4
2
5
4
3

3
5
1
5
1
4
2
1
3
1
5
4
3

2
4
2
5
1
4
2
1
3
3
5
4
3

3
4
2
5
1
4
2
1
3
3
5
4
3

4
2
4
2
1
1
1
5
1
5
2
1
5

4
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
2
4
5

4
3
3
1
1
4
2
1
3
3
5
4
4

4
3
4
5
2
5
4
3
3
4
2
3
2

4
2
4
5
1
5
5
5
5
5
2
3
1

4
4
3
3
5
1
2
5
4
5
2
4
5

5
1
5
5
1
5
5
5
5
5
1
3
1

5
1
3
2
1
1
1
5
1
5
2
1
5

94
69

Use case specifications
81
Master test plan

77

5
later in project
support
realisation
has nothing to do with testing
no time dependency
not understood by user
technique
has nothing to do with planning
has nothing to do with functionality
reality
abstract (for builders)
says nothing about the application
has nothing to do with infrastructure

Proposition for release 2
92

60
85

Vision document
98
Vision document2
Infosec/risk assessment
Software architecture

We obtained eight rank order grids, one for each participant. Elicitation of personal constructs lasted until the participants indicated they could think of no more additional
constructs different enough from the ones already provided.
All participants provided 10 to 15 constructs before the elicitation was completed. Due to space limitations, we cannot
show all eight rank order grids here. Instead, Table 2 shows
a single grid to illustrate the type of results we obtained.

6.2

Test charters

83

Technical architecture
92
Installation manual

Figure 3. Hierarchical clustering of documents based on data from Table 2
Table 3. Shared tacit understanding (p × 10−3)

Shared Tacit Understanding

B
C

From the rank order grids of the eight team members,
the perceived similarities between the documents can be
calculated with the Focus algorithm. Documents that are
similarly ranked across the constructs in a grid are more
alike than documents that are ranked differently. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows a hierarchical clustering
of documents based on the data from Table 2. The numbers are the percental similarity scores calculated by Focus,
e.g., the perceived similarity between the Installation manual and the Technical architecture is 92% and the similarity
of that cluster with the Software architecture is 83%.
The perceived similarities between documents represent
the individual’s mental model of the software documentation. Table 3 shows the correlation between individuals’
mental models of product documentation, i.e. the document
similarity matrices. The correlations have been calculated
using a simple Mantel test with 10000 randomizations.
From Table 3 we see that almost all correlations found
are significant (low p-value). The only non-significant correlation is between A and E, which suggests that those
two people do not share a tacit understanding of the documentation at all. Approximately half of the remaining,
significant correlations are high (≥ 0.5) and indicate a
strong shared tacit understanding between the individuals involved. Some members of the development team
(e.g., H) seem to share their understanding with most other
team members, whereas some other people (e.g., B and E)

D
E
F
G
H

r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p
r
p

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

0.395
2.700
0.657
0.100
0.541
0.300
0.151
123.6
0.337
4.500
0.558
0.100
0.472
0.400

0.421
5.599
0.486
2.200
0.408
2.800
0.641
0.100
0.470
2.100
0.440
2.500

0.600
0.300
0.477
0.300
0.602
0.300
0.670
0.100
0.703
0.100

0.400
7.399
0.498
2.300
0.545
0.300
0.519
1.900

0.430
2.300
0.422
2.300
0.601
0.100

0.561
0.100
0.501
0.800

0.755
0.100

strongly share an understanding with only one other team
member. There is no-one whose tacit understanding is completely detached from the rest of the team, however.

6.3

Shared Explicit Understanding

Whereas in the previous section we analyzed the shared
mutual tacit understandings between development team
members, in this section we will look at the explicit understanding that is shared between individuals. In Table 4
we show a summary of the team members who have corresponding constructs at a similarity of 0.80 or higher.
Table 4 shows the constructs that team members use in
a similar fashion. For example, the way in which G applies the ‘concept’ vs. ‘final’ construct resembles the way
in which H applies the ‘realisation’ vs. ‘customer requirements’ construct. In other words, documents that G regards
as ‘final’ tend to be regarded by H as containing customer
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B
Information Architect

Table 4. Shared explicit understanding
Team
members

Corresponding
constructs
n
before start of project/end of project
n begin/end
written earlier/later
n formal/informal language
early/late in project
n what/how
quality/customer domain
n unimportant/important (for me)
solution domain/problem domain
n concrete/abstract
begin/end
n supporting/execution
how the software will be/has been made
n about type of app/about app as made
first project phase/last project phase
n about type of app/ about app as made
about type of app/about app as made
abstract/concrete
-nfunctionality / technique
concept/final
realisation/customer requirements

A↔C
A↔G
B↔D
B↔F
B↔G
C↔H
D↔F
D↔F
F↔H
F↔H
G↔H

Vision
doc

A

B

C

t+e
t

e

t

t+e

t+e
e

t
t
t+e

D

E

F

G

e
t
t

t

t
t+e

t+e

UC
specs

SW
Arch

Tech
Arch

Install.
manual

E
Project manager

G
Tester / testcoordinator

A
Application developer

C
Lead developer
D
Application developer
+ support

Figure 4. Shared understanding
one person B may have a shared understanding with persons A and C, whereas between A and C such a shared understanding does not exist. In a way, the figure resembles a
familiar children’s game known as ‘Chinese whispers’. In
this game, a sentence is whispered in the ear of the first
child, who whispers it to another child, and so on, until the
last child is reached who says the sentence out loud. Hardly
ever will this final sentence be the same sentence that was
given to the first child, since the message that was passed
suffers from accumulated errors and distortions.
This chain-like structure of shared understanding obviously has repercussions for the way in which people’s expectations of documentation do or do not match the intentions of the authors in the chain. If we look again at Fig. 4,
we see that the author of the Vision document (B) has a
shared tacit and explicit understanding with F only. This
implies that his intentions for the Vision document are really only fully understood by F. The further down the chain,
the less likely it is that people fully appreciate this document. A central role in this picture is for H, which suggests
that other team members’ expectations regarding the Software architecture, Technical architecture, and Installation
manual are probably most aligned to the intentions of their
author. The figure also suggests that, for whatever reason,
E and D may experience the most trouble when exploring
the documentation since both of them share no tacit and explicit understanding with any of the other participants in our
experiment (although they do have a shared tacit or explicit
understanding with various team members). Note, however,
that a lack of shared understanding does not imply that team
members cannot or do not read the information in the documentation. Rather, the documents’ contents may be placed
and interpreted in a context different than the one the author
envisioned – for example, a document may be seen by the

requirements. From this table we can also see that F and
D as well as F and H share more than one way of applying constructs; for all others correspondence is limited to a
single pair of constructs. F and H also account for the only
instance of consensus: they were the only ones to independently come up with literally the same construct (functionality vs. technique) and to apply it similarly too.

6.4

Vision
doc 2

H
Software architect

Master
Test
Test
charters
plan

Table 5. Shared understanding (tacit + explicit)
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

F
Application designer

Shared Understanding

If we combine the data from Tables 3 and 4, we can identify which team members share both a tacit and an explicit
understanding. Table 5 depicts this combination, and shows
which team members share a tacit understanding(t), explicit
understanding (e), or both (t+e). Based on the data from Table 5, Fig. 4 shows a graph-like structure in which team
members that have a shared understanding (t+e) are connected. For the sake of clarity, the roles of the team members and the documents they authored have been added to
the figure (cf. Table 1).
Fig. 4 seems to suggest that there is a shift in understanding of the product documentation within the development
team. A chain of people A ↔ B ↔ C is formed in which
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reader as providing guidelines rather than prescriptions as
the original author intended.

Research via contract 638.001.406 GRIFFIN: a GRId For
inFormatIoN about architectural knowledge.

7 Discussion and Conclusion
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One of the most striking observations from the structure
in Fig. 4 is its obvious resemblance of the process in Fig. 2.
People that are close to each other in the development process – because one of them uses a document that was produced by the other – also tend to have a shared understanding of the software documentation2. Although not a perfect
match, the process followed in which high level business
information is stepwise refined into more technical information is highly visible in Fig. 4.
We should reiterate here that the derivation of Fig. 4
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the latter case, we directly asked for information about the
development process, while the structure of shared understanding in Fig. 4 has been fully based on participants’ statements about the software documentation. That we were able
to reconstruct an approximation of the development process
based on statements solely about the documentation is a remarkable (and unexpected) result.
We understand that our findings should be further tested
and verified. We know for example that the team we observed has had some issues related to documentation, especially the tendency to go back to the customer for clarifications. Although we can explain this behavior with the
results we obtained, we cannot be completely sure that our
explanation is the correct one. We would also like to know
whether our method obtains similar results in different organizations.
Nevertheless, there seems to be an important lesson in
our findings: it appears that the development process one
follows is reflected in the way in which individual team
members understand each other. This has obvious implications for areas such as process management and process
improvement. A long, chain-like process for instance may
lead to knowledge dissipation more easily than a compact,
web-like structure. Consequently, if one wants to enhance
a team’s common frame of reference, the way in which the
development process supports collaboration between individuals could be key.
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